The extensive form game we study has multiple perfect equilibria, but it has a unique limiting logit equilibrium (QRE) and a unique level-k prediction as k approaches infinity. The convergence paths of QRE and level-k are different, but they converge to the same limit point. We analyze whether subjects adapt beliefs when gaining experience, and if so whether they take the QRE or the level-k learning path. We estimate transitions between level-k and QRE belief rules using Markov-switching rule learning models. The analysis reveals that subjects take the level-k learning path and that they advance gradually, switching from level 1 to 2, from level 2 to equilibrium, and reverting to level 1 after observing opponents deviating from equilibrium. The steady state therefore contains a mixture of behavioral rules: levels 0, 1, 2, and equilibrium with weights of 2.9%, 16.6%, 37.9%, and 42.6%, respectively.
Introduction
Current theories of bounded rationality explain behavior in strategic interactions by specifically modeling the noisiness of payoff maximization and the formation of non-equilibrium beliefs. In quantal response equilibrium (QRE, McKelvey and Palfrey, 1995, 1998) , players correctly anticipate their co-players' noisy strategies and they respond noisily. Non-equilibrium models, such as level-k reasoning (Stahl and Wilson, 1994; Nagel, 1995; Ho et al., 1998; Costa-Gomes et al., 2001) or cognitive hierarchy (Camerer et al., 2004; Rogers et al., 2009) , additionally model how players form conjectures about their co-players' strategies and thereby deviate from equilibrium. Non-equilibrium models have been shown to explain "initial play" in a variety of environments. Examples include auctions (Crawford and Iriberri, 2007) and information cascades (Kübler and Weizsäcker, 2004) . In turn, equilibrium models are considered to fit choices of experienced players. Existing studies apply static models. Thus, whether and how subjects actually switch between non-equilibrium and equilibrium beliefs is not yet understood. The present paper seeks to fill this void. We analyze transitions between these two fundamental belief regimes with dynamic models that consider transitions in the cognitive hierarchy.
To this end, we conduct a laboratory experiment on an extensive form "club game" where the limit points of both QRE and level-k, i.e. at λ, k → ∞, uniquely restrict the equilibrium actions. The main alternative refinement concepts, such as perfection (Selten, 1975) , properness (Myerson, 1978) , and sequentiality (Kreps and Wilson, 1982) , induce a multiplicity of equilibria.
1 The convergence paths differ between level-k and QRE, but they converge to the same limit point-i.e. the mode of reasoning affects the convergence path, but not equilibrium selection. Thus, the club game allows us to distinguish level-k and QRE paths with neither interference from other equilibrium refinement concepts, nor interference due to equilibrium selection. We then measure the transitions between level-k and QRE using a Markov-switching model. The club game is an extension of Dixit (2003) . 2 Each player moves once, deciding whether to join the club. Players have heterogeneous preferences for joining a club, and payoffs are structured such that one's incentive to join the club increases with the number of opponents who join the club. Following Dixit, we consider the case where player 1 is better off joining regardless of whether or not the opponents join, player 2 is better off joining if at least one opponent joins, player 3 is better off joining if at least two opponents join, and player 4 is better off joining if three other opponents join. Under common knowledge of rationality, all players will join the club: player 1 surely joins, so player 2 is better off joining; players 1 and 2 surely join, so player 3 is better off joining; players 1, 2, and 3 surely join, so player 4 is better off joining. Conversely, player 4 is better off not joining if only two opponents join, player 3 is better off not joining if only one opponent joins, and player 2 is better off not joining if no opponent joins. Thus, a majority comprising players 2, 3, and 4 may be better off when no club forms at all, i.e. if player 1 would not join. We adapt Dixit's game by introducing incomplete information on the order of moves. A player knows his position in the order of moves and the actions of players with preceding moves, but does not know which co-player has moved or is to move. As we show below, this adaptation separates level-k and QRE learning paths, which we exploit in our analysis. The club game is chosen, as it is a sharp, yet simple experimental tool for identifying level-k and QRE types. In the club game, only the limits of level-k and QRE serve as suitable refinements, and despite being a binary yes-no game, it is iteratively dominance solvable. Iterative-as opposed to non-iterative-dominance solvability separates the different levels of reasoning, and due to the neutrality with respect to perfection and properness, this allows us to analyze rule learning absent of alternative refinement effects. More generally, the club game is a simple but intuitive representation of strategic decision making in environments where beliefs about the rationality of others are of primary relevance. Of course the club game is not the only game with unique yet different limiting level-k and QRE predictions, without interference of perfection and properness, but it seems hard to construct many intuitive, binary games with this property.
Our four experimental treatments involve a 2 × 2 design. On the one hand, we vary incentives to individuals to join.
This facilitates the identification of belief rules, as it varies the predicted QRE strategies without affecting level-k strategies. On the other hand, we manipulate externalities for other players, which allows us to control for social preferences (social preferences are of potential relevance in all multi-player games). Both our methodology, to use strictly sequential games and Markov-switching models in analyses of rule learning, and our results appear directly applicable to all games with similar relevance of beliefs about rationality. This includes games that are iteratively dominance solvable or constant-sum; it may however plausibly exclude, or anyway be less relevant, for games such as public goods games, trust games or joyof-destruction games which are non-constant-sum and where social preferences and beliefs about others' social preferences are likely to play more significant roles. Of course, the precise range of applicability of our results is an empirical question that may be addressed in future research.
Our study extends existing work on "rule learning", i.e. transitions between belief rules, in two ways. First, further to analyses such as the seminal work of Stahl (1996 Stahl ( , 2000 and Haruvy and Stahl (2012) on normal form games, we consider learning in an extensive form game that varies parametrically during the course of the experiment. Specifically, the club game is an extensive form game with strictly sequential moves: Players observe previous choices, form conjectures about subsequent movers, and then choose accordingly. In relation to normal form games, this implies that players do not need to form beliefs about their opponents' beliefs about oneself-such second-order beliefs are not required, since others' previous choices are known prior to moving. Thus, the extensive form club game allows us to focus on first-order beliefs more sharply than normal form games.
Other extensive form games that are sufficiently simple to be implemented in laboratories tend to have the disadvantage that equilibrium predictions are either unique and equivalent for all refinement concepts, e.g. in ultimatum games, or not unique for weaker concepts such as Perfect Bayesian equilibria and equilibrium refinement then becomes fairly subtle, e.g. in signaling games. As mentioned, the club game avoids these pitfalls by inducing precise, yet, different predictions for level-k and QRE without interference from alternative refinement concepts. The club game is also neutral to teaching as observed by Hyndman et al. (2012) . In their experiment, sophisticated subjects forsake payoff maximization in response to their beliefs in order to influence their opponents' beliefs and actions. In our experiment, the players that are most enthusiastic about the club could assume the positions of teachers, but they find it optimal to join also in response to their beliefs. Hence, long-run teaching does not contradict short-run payoff maximization in the club game, which allows us to study belief formation absent of teaching effects.
Second, we extend existing work by proposing a Markov-switching rule learning model to understand individual transitions between belief rules.
3 Specifically, we lean on the approach taken recently by Haruvy and Stahl (2012) , but adapt their assumption that players switch between rules based on strategic experimentation and reinforcement learning. In their model, players experiment with different rules in the short run, and due to reinforcement, they converge to the most successful rule in the long run. Since reinforcement learning applies well to action-based learning within games (Erev and Roth, 1998) , this approach constitutes a natural starting point to model rule learning. 4 Similarly to multinomial logit models, for example, reinforcement models treat actions as nominal. In contrast, rules about belief formation are ordered: level 0, level 1, 2, . . . , up to equilibrium. This motivates a possible difference between action-based learning models and rule-based learning models. For, instead of experimenting with different rules, players may systematically advance through the set of rules. Reinforcement rule learning cannot capture systematic transitions patterns. Systematic transitions are captured by Markov-switching models, which in turn are straightforward generalizations of finite-mixture models (see e.g. McLachlan and Peel, 2000; Frühwirth-Schnatter, 2006) . The latter have become the standard approach to modeling mixed populations containing level-k and equilibrium types (following Wilson, 1994, 1995) with each subject having a constant level of reasoning throughout the experiment. In the simplest such generalization, Markov-switching models extend finite-mixture models by adding a Markov transition matrix. Thus, the individual level of reasoning may change over the course of the experiment, and the probabilities of the rules employed in the next period may depend on which rule is employed in this period. For parsimony, and to cleanly test the hypothesis that rule switching is gradual rather than non-gradual, we focus on such simple models. An interesting extension would be to allow for payoffdependent rule switching described by a Markov model with both stochastic and reinforcement components, which may allow future research to identify the events that trigger rule switching.
In the experiment, we observe the convergence predicted by the limit points of QRE and level-k, which in turn rules out perfection, properness, and sequentiality as primary forces of equilibrium refinement in club games. By looking at the actions prior to convergence, we can distinguish learning along level-k path from levels 0, 1, 2, to equilibrium, and QRE paths from level 0 via increasingly precise QREs to equilibrium. Decisions are "close" to equilibrium, particularly in later stages of the experiment. The subjects who deviate from "joining" tend to be those with the weaker incentives to join, which relates to the results of Battalio et al. (2001) and Goeree et al. (2002) , who report an "optimization premium" to a similar effect. Rule learning is indeed best explained by the Markov-switching rule learning model. According to the estimated learning paths, individuals transit systematically across rules over time, from level 1 to level 2, and from level 2 to a high-precision equilibrium. Around 15% of subjects at level 2 and equilibrium switch back to level 1 after each period-i.e. subjects may revise their beliefs "downwards" after observing unexpected non-equilibrium decisions. Subjects take the level-k path rather than the QRE path when adapting their beliefs, i.e. they switch between different levels of reasoning rather than different QRE precisions. The sample tends toward a steady state with a mixture of mostly level 2 and equilibrium types.
To summarize, we show that individual beliefs on the level of reasoning of other players are not constant over time, that Markov-switching rule learning models are an effective way of estimating the systematic transitions along the level-k path, and that the steady state is a mixture of types including boundedly rational ones. This plausibly follows from equilibrium subjects abandoning their equilibrium beliefs and reverting to level 1 after observing play by boundedly rational subjects such as level 1 players, thus perpetuating the existence of level 1 players.
Section 2 defines the club game. Section 3 presents the equilibrium analysis. Section 4 describes and motivates the experimental games, procedure and logistics. Section 5 provides an overview of the main behavioral patterns and how they relate qualitatively to QRE and level-k models of bounded rationality. Section 6 structurally analyzes the rules underlying belief formation and rule learning. Section 7 discusses and concludes.
The club game
The set of players is N = {1, . . . ,n}, with typical elements i, j ∈ N. The players move sequentially, in random order, and all possible move sequences have positive probability. They have to decide whether to join the club (a i = 1) or not (a i = 0), knowing only how many players have moved before and how many of them have joined. Information sets are denoted as (i, t, k) , where i ∈ N is the player to move, t ∈ {1, . . . ,n} is his position in the move sequence, and k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , t − 1} is the 3 While our assumption that belief formation can be described using general rules, such as level-k or equilibrium, is widely used, see Haruvy and Stahl (2012) and the work cited therein, an alternative strand of literature (e.g. Hyndman et al., 2012) assumes that subjects form beliefs based on historical data with specifically declining weights. 4 The primary objective of their analysis as well as ours is to understand qualitatively how the players model the behavior of others and respond to them, rather than to fit the data to a learning path toward taking certain actions per se. In this sense, our learning analysis departs from the existing literature on action-based learning, which as pointed out by Haruvy and Stahl (2012, p. 210) are "unhelpful" for analysis of rule learning across games, and most importantly does not allow the interpretation of how strategic sophistication develops with experience. Examples of action-based learning models include directional learning (Selten and Stoecker, 1986) , reinforcement learning (Erev and Roth, 1998) , and experience-weighted attraction learning (EWA) (Camerer and Hua Ho, 1999) , which considers both reinforcement and belief learning.
number of players who have already joined at the respective information set. Payoffs accrue when all players have moved.
Player i's eventual payoff from joining the club is denoted as p i (1, k) , again k denotes the number of opponents that have joined in the respective node (i.e. when payoffs accrue, at the end of the game), and his payoff from not joining in response to k joining opponents is denoted as p i (0, k) . The game is a club game if the payoff functions of all players satisfy these four restrictions.
By Eq. (1), the payoffs from joining p i (1, k) are increasing in the club size, i.e. in k. By Eq. (2), payoffs are not degenerate.
Eq. (3) ensures that players are labeled such that for all k, player 1 is most interested in joining the club, player 2 is second-most interested in doing so, and so on. Finally, Eq. (4) ensures that a club game satisfies connectedness in payoffs. Player 1 is generally best off joining the club, player 2 is best off joining iff at least one other player joins, player 3 is best off joining iff at least two other players join, and so on. The remaining definitions of expected payoffs, sequential rationality, and Bayesian belief updating are standard, and a general understanding of these concepts is sufficient to understand the intuition underlying our theoretical results. Their formal definitions for club games are required only to prove the results formally. For this reason, these definitions as well as all proofs are relegated to Appendix A.
Equilibrium analysis
First, we show that if players are sequentially rational and update beliefs by Bayes' Rule, all players join the club under all move sequences. The incompleteness of information and the fact that all players but one may prefer not having a club at all are thus outcome irrelevant. Proposition 1. Fix a strategy profile σ that is sequentially rational for some system of beliefs satisfying Bayes' Rule. Regardless of the move order, all players choose to "join" with probability 1 along the path of play.
Proof. See Appendix A. 2
To provide intuition, assume towards a contradiction that there would be a weak Perfect Bayesian equilibrium where some players do not join along the equilibrium path. Let N ⊆ N denote the set of these players. The remaining players N = N \ N join in all information sets on the equilibrium path, regardless of the move sequence. Now suppose that player i has to act in an information set (i, t, k) compatible with σ where at least one of the previously acting opponent did not join (k < t − 1). By Bayes Rule, player i's belief is correct in that he does not assign positive probability to some j ∈ N not having joined the club, as it may have been some j ∈ N . In any information set compatible with σ , the player to move therefore believes that all j ∈ N will still join if he sticks to σ . Now consider i = min N , i.e. the one with the lowest index under the assumed ordering Eq. (3), and an information set where j does not join. Since all move sequences have positive probability, all i ∈ N join along the path whether or not j joins, and by Eqs. (1) and (4) this implies that j is best off joining regardless of how the i ∈ N decide-a contradiction. It follows that all players join along the path of play, i.e. in all information sets (i, t, k) ,
holds true. We will refer to these information sets (i, t, k) with k = t − 1 as those where joining is iteratively dominant on path. The remainder of this section investigates actions off the path. Let us begin with information sets where non-iterative dominance arguments suffice. In information sets where the requisite number of opponents have joined already, the respective players are best off joining, i.e. joining is non-iteratively dominant. In information sets where the requisite number of opponents cannot be reached anymore, they are best off not joining, i.e. joining is non-iteratively dominated.
In the remaining information sets (i, t, k) , for which we will show that joining is iteratively dominant (off path), the following applies: (i) at least one player has chosen not to join, (ii) the number of players who have joined already does not suffice already, and (iii) the number of players who have decided not to join does not suffice to trigger "dominatedness" for i. In such information sets, i's optimal action depends on whom he believes is (are) the player(s) who decided not to join. For example, assume that one player had decided not to join, one player is left to move after i, and i's decision depends on whether the subsequent player joins. If i believes that a move order applies according to which the subsequent player is the least enthusiastic player (with respect to joining the club, i.e. player n), then i should not join. For, in this case, the least enthusiastic player would not join regardless of i's decision. However, if i believes that a move order applies according to which say player 1 moves last, then i is best off joining.
These information sets, where at least one opponent did not join, are off the path. Thus, they have a prior probability of zero and Bayesian updating does not restrict the beliefs in them. Player i may believe that the most enthusiastic player did not join while the least enthusiastic player is still to move and vice versa. Further, under perfection, if player 1 trembles toward "not join" with probability ε in all information sets on the path, player n trembles with probability ε 3 , and all other opponents tremble with probability ε 2 . It follows that as ε approaches 0, player i believes that player 1 did not join and player n is still to move. This holds true regardless of the prior probabilities of the various move orders. Since player 1 is enthusiastic and n is not, the belief that 1 would be more likely to tremble than n is counter-intuitive, however. Such beliefs can be sustained under perfection only because relative tremble probabilities between players are unrestricted. More restrictive concepts such as properness restrict relative tremble probabilities between the various actions of individual players, and concepts such as strategic stability require robustness with respect to all tremble patterns-including counter-intuitive ones as those discussed above. Similarly, the global games approach to equilibrium refinement (Carlsson and van Damme, 1993; Frankel et al., 2003) and analyses of "robust equilibria" (Morris et al., 1995; Kajii and Morris, 1997; Ui, 2001) do not restrict relative payoff perturbations between players, and hence the implied restrictions on relative tremble probabilities are very weak.
Solution concepts derived from models of bounded rationality tend to induce the intuitive restrictions between players. For example, equilibrium refinement based on choice-theoretic models following e.g. McFadden (1976 McFadden ( , 1984 generally restricts relative payoff perturbations between players, and hence we obtain falsifiable restrictions of relative tremble probabilities between players. Note that, while the original definition of quantal response equilibrium is not restricted in this manner (see McKelvey and Palfrey, 1995) , most game-theoretic as well as choice-theoretic studies actually assume the multinomial logit specification implied by the extreme value distribution (see also Anderson et al., 1998) , i.e. logit equilibrium. The following proposition establishes uniqueness of limiting logit equilibria in club games and characterizes the solution. (i, t, k) if and only if this pays off when all n − t subsequent players will choose to join (i.e. iff k + (n − t) i − 1).
Proposition 2 (Logit equilibrium). In the unique limiting logit equilibrium, player i joins in information set

Proof. See Appendix A. 2
This simple rule-of-thumb applies both on and off the equilibrium path in the limiting logit equilibrium. Implicitly, the players have the most optimistic beliefs about the order of moves: If some opponents did not join, then these must have been the least enthusiastic ones. For, the variances of payoff perturbations are constant between players and the payoffs of the least enthusiastic players require the least perturbation so that they do not join. As the variances tend to zero, the posterior probability of the assertion that it was the least enthusiastic players who did not join thus tends to 1.
5
In logit equilibria, players deviate from equilibrium strategies due to payoff perturbations. Alternatively, they may deviate when they fail to anticipate their opponents' strategies correctly. This alternative idea underlies the "level-k" model of reasoning.
6 Level 1 players believe their opponents act non-strategically, level 2 players believe that their opponents believe they would respond to non-strategic players, and so on. This is related to assuming rationality, mutual knowledge of rationality, and so on, up to common knowledge of rationality at level k = ∞. The following result shows that extensive form rationalizability (EFR, see Pearce, 1984, and Battigalli, 1997) induces the same refinement effect as limiting logit equilibrium. That is, as level-k players "become more rational," their beliefs approach the ones described above-without imposing any restrictions of the actions at level 0.
7
Proposition 3 (Rationalizability). The unique extensive form rationalizable strategy profile is the limiting logit equilibrium.
5 Experimental evidence on the assertion that players that have less to lose are more likely to tremble is mixed, however (see e.g. Battalio et al., 2001, and Cooper and Van Huyck, 2003) . 6 Our modeling approach largely follows the non-equilibrium models of Ho et al. (1998) , Stahl (1998) , Gneezy (2005) , Costa-Gomes and Crawford (2006) , and Crawford and Iriberri (2007) . 7 Pearce defined EFR as an iterative elimination procedure, and in each iteration, the players' beliefs are restricted to those that are compatible with strategies that are not yet eliminated. In the first iteration, all players realize that player 1 generally joins, whereas players 2, . . . ,n may or may not join as first movers. As for the beliefs in the second iteration, this implies that in information sets where some player did not join in the first round, no player believes this would have been player 1 (since there are more "plausible" explanations in the sense that other explanations do not violate rationality). Iteratively applied, this induces the aforementioned refinement effect. Alternative refinements of rationalizability, e.g. perfect rationalizability (Bernheim, 1984) or proper rationalizability (Schuhmacher, 1999; Asheim, 2002) , do not induce this refinement effect-and the reason is the same as it has been with the equilibrium concepts. Neither perfect nor proper rationalizability restricts tremble probabilities between players, although such restrictions are intuitive in club games: Less enthusiastic players are more likely to deviate. In turn, EFR and limiting logit equilibria induce such beliefs.
Proof. See Appendix A. 2
In contrast, let us now discuss the respective predictions for the club game under complete information. The predicted outcome that all join is the same, but the actions off the equilibrium path differ. In contrast to above, the player now knows the identity of any player deviating from "all join", which has two important implications. On the one hand, the equilibrium actions in information sets off the path will depend on the identity of the deviating player, i.e. strategies are a little more complex. On the other hand, and more importantly, players will be forced to abandon level-k beliefs for levels 2 and higher in many information sets off the path, e.g. when players deviate from non-iteratively dominant choices. Those deviations are identifiable for co-players under complete information, while incomplete information always allows to sustain the intuitive belief that one of the least enthusiastic players did not join, which in turn does not violate level 2 assumptions. Thus, the complete information club game does not allow players to maintain say level 2 beliefs throughout, while the incomplete information game does so for all "relevant" information sets. 8 This implies that level 2 strategies are not identifiable under complete information, unless one simultaneously assumes high error rates; they are identifiable under incomplete information also for low error rates, besides being less complex.
Experimental design
Games and treatments
The payoff functions adopted in the experiment follow Dixit (2003) and are thus also special cases of the framework introduced above. A game has four players. Each has a "player type" indexed by i = 1, 2, 3, 4. The higher a player's index i, the lower is the player's benefit from joining the club. There are three payoff parameters. Parameter γ captures positive network externalities for those who join, τ captures negative externalities for those who do not, and β denotes a fixed benefit from joining. The payoffs from not joining, again denoted as
respectively. Table 1 displays parameters and payoff functions in the experimental games. 9 In relation to general framework analyzed above, γ > 0 implies that payoffs from joining are increasing in club size, Eq. (1), non-integer β yields non-degenerate payoffs Eq. (2), dp i (0, k)/di > 0 and dp i (1, k)/di < 0 yields the ordering of players by their incentives to join the club, Eq. (3), and γ + τ = 2 yields connectedness Eq. (4) for all β ∈ (2, 4). We varied the strengths of incentives β and externalities γ , τ across treatments to obtain a 2 × 2 factorial design.
Incentives in treatments B and D are stronger in absolute terms than in treatments A and C, while externalities in treatments C and D are stronger in absolute terms than in A and B. The manipulation of incentives affects QRE predictions without affecting level-k predictions (if the latter have high precision). The manipulation of externalities varies the proportion of players who would have been better off had the club not been started, which allows us to identify (and control for) social preferences if it affects subjects' choices.
Since all players join in equilibrium, W = i p i (1, 3) is the overall welfare.
10 Thus, the club raises welfare if
. These two welfare relations vary systematically across the four treatments. In treatment A, the club reduces utility for three players out of four and it reduces the overall welfare. In treatments B and C, clubs are utility reducing for two players out of four, and it reduces the welfare in B, while it increases the welfare in C. In treatment D, clubs are utility improving for three players out of four and welfare improving overall. This design allows for direct cross-comparability, to test the effects of each exogenously determined variable and to consider the robustness of the theory across different parameter sets. Most importantly, while controlling for social preferences, it serves to distinguish between level-k and QRE, as shown next.
Information sets, parameters and predictions
We define "behavioral types" by the reasoning mode a subject uses; this is not to be confused with the "player types" defined by the player's index in the club game. The club game separates level-k and QRE types mainly because it is iteratively 8 Exceptions are information sets where more than two players did not join (which is very rare in the four-player games analyzed below). For example, when a player i > 1 is to move last and learns that all co-players chose not to join, he would have to abandon say level 2 beliefs even under incomplete information though this would not affect his decision under connectedness. 9 The games were parameterized to obtain integer valuations to simplify the presentation of the games to the subjects. As above, there is complete information on the payoff structure and type distribution, but players do not know the order of moves. 10 This is, of course, a simplification as social welfare analysis largely depends on the specific application of the club game. On the one hand, summing individual payoffs to measure social surplus may make sense in an analysis where social welfare is well represented by those of the group agents. On the other hand, there is no reason why, a priori, and to refer to one of the original inspirations for the game as referred to in an earlier footnote, the social value of the activity should not take into account the potential negative externality for society from the activity, e.g. rioting. That being said, it is useful to see how far we can get if we assume that social welfare is purely based on the payoffs of the players involved.
Table 1
Experimental games with payoffs of the various player types in response to 0 . . . 3 co-participants joining the club. dominance solvable, which implies non-monotonic convergence of the predicted strategies as precision increases. Fig. 1 , which plots the predicted choices of levels 0, 1, 2, and QRE types, all with logistic errors, illustrates this for two information sets. As discussed at the end of Section 3, the incompleteness of information allows to identify level-k strategies in the first place.
11 The figure distinguishes the most basic behavioral types: Level 0 randomizes uniformly (λ 0 = 0), level 1 logit responds (λ 1 0) to level 0, level 2 logit responds (λ 2 0) to level 1, and the equilibrium types stick to the logit equilibrium 11 We use these information sets as examples for our illustration as they are observed particularly frequently in the experiment. Further differences on the levels of reasoning and precision required to find joining optimal exist in other information sets, but the basic qualitative aspects underlying type separation (QRE) corresponding with some λ e 0. Due to the non-monotonicity, the strategies of the various types spread out over the full strategy space, ranging from 0% to 100% in many information sets, rather than converging from the low-precision strategy of joining with 50% directly to either 0% or 100%, which applies to games that are non-iteratively dominance solvable in all information sets. Information sets with non-iteratively dominant actions allow us to estimate the subjects precision, and controlling for these, while iterative solvability allows us to identify the levels of reasoning.
In information sets where choices are non-iteratively dominance solvable, where joining is non-iteratively dominant and joining is non-iteratively dominated as discussed in Section 3, joining and not joining, respectively, is optimal for the player regardless of his conjecture concerning the remaining players. This applies in information sets (i, t, k) where k i − 1 or k + (n − t) < i − 1 (see above). These information sets allow us to test for individual rationality when iterated arguments and conjectures about opponents are not required.
Hypothesis 4 (Non-iterative dominance; k i − 1 or k + (n − t) < i − 1). Subjects join the club when joining is non-iteratively dominant, and do not join the club when joining is non-iteratively dominated.
In the remaining information sets, joining is iteratively dominant (k < i − 1), and play is either "on path" (k = t − 1) or "off path" (k < t − 1). Due to the iterations required, these information sets allow us to test for iterated reasoning and confidence in the rationality of co-players. As shown in the proof of Proposition 3, found in Appendix A, the structure of reasoning modeled in EFR implies that player type 2 (3) [4] requires two (three) [four] levels of reasoning for joining to be optimal, as an implication of the "iff" in the definition of connectedness. Requirements on iterative reasoning also decrease with one's position in the order of moves. It follows that as the level of reasoning required for joining to be individually optimal increases (decreases), in the face of bounded rationality we should then observe joining less (more) frequently.
Hypothesis 5 (Iterative dominance; k = t − 1 or k < t − 1 and k < i − 1). Whether or not subjects join the club when joining is iteratively dominant depends negatively on player type and positively on one's position in the order of moves.
Levels of reasoning can thus be identified if observed choices are sensitive to player type, as precision is identified by choices made in information sets that are non-iteratively dominance solvable and by varying the incentive β. Lower player types may be best off joining already with moderate precision, e.g. player 2 in treatment A. The existence of iteratively dominant information sets both on the path and off the path is important, as different levels of reasoning and precision are required for joining to be optimal. For example, Fig. 1 shows that the optimal choices of all other players depend on both their beliefs and the incentive parameter. In treatments A and C, players have comparably low incentives to join, and in B and D, the incentives are high. Note in particular how level 2 and equilibrium predictions diverge in these cases in treatment A. Thus, observed sensitivity to move positions, similarly to sensitivity to player type or to the incentive effects due to varying β, further restricts the precision parameters λ 0,1,2,e for given levels of reasoning.
The rationalizability of an action is not sensitive to a player's position in the order of moves unless that position affects the information set's classification. This holds similarly-though not exactly-for level-k choices. Logit responses, in turn, are sensitive to variations in the expected payoffs, and comparing the joining rates across treatments with different incentives therefore show to which degree choices are affected by logistic errors. If incentives are high, for example, either high level or high precision suffices. Fig. 1 shows that generally more precision is required for a player with a level of reasoning greater than 0 to join in treatment A than in B, because there are less incentives to join the club in treatment A than in B. Equilibrium types join in treatment A only if they play a high precision equilibrium as they need be convinced that sufficiently many opponents will join. In turn, this requires high precision on their side. Thus, we can distinguish low-precision equilibrium players, namely those who join in B but not A, and high-precision equilibrium players namely those who join in both B and A.
Hypothesis 6 (Required level of reasoning and incentive effects)
. The probability of joining the club is negatively related to the required level of reasoning, and positively related to the relative gains from joining the club.
It is by manipulating treatments of the club game in this way that we can achieve the separation of types. By crosschecking behavior across types 1 to 4, treatments A to D, and all 32 observations per subject, we are thus able to sharply distinguish different behavioral types, namely QRE, level-k, and level 0 types. Indeed, the posterior probabilities estimated below concur. While all players join the club if they are rational and update beliefs by Bayes' Rule, their behavioral pattern is are similar. Our computer scripts to compute level-k and QRE predictions are available on request (QREs are computed using Gambit, see McKelvey et al., 2007) . diverse if we consider bounded levels of reasoning, i.e. level-k for small k, or bounded precision in payoff maximization, i.e. logit equilibrium for finite λ. Based on the results of existing studies on normal form games, see e.g. Crawford and Iriberri (2007) and the related literature cited therein, we also expect to observe a mixture of behavioral types in our extensive form game.
An alternative assumption to one where subjects apply the same belief rules even with experience, i.e. behavioral types are constant over time, is that subjects apply different rules with experience. To analyze reasoning modes at the individual level, we kept the combination of information set types that a subject can encounter during play specific to his player type and constant across treatments, thus allowing us to distinguish level-k reasoning from quantal response by analyzing observed play over time and across treatments. This, in turn, will reveal whether they individually change their belief rules over time, i.e. whether subjects approach equilibrium via the level-k path from levels 0, 1, 2, to equilibrium, or the QRE path from level 0 via increasingly precise QREs to equilibrium.
Hypothesis 7 (Belief rule changes).
The sample is heterogeneous and contains a mixture of level-k and QRE types. With experience, subjects adapt their belief rules via the level-k path or, alternatively, via the QRE path.
Repeated observations of experimental play allow us to test if subjects converge to a steady state in which the proportions of behavioral types in the sample stay constant. In Section 6, we propose a Markov-switching rule learning model developed to analyze learning patterns and convergence, and also test if this outperforms a reinforcement rule learning model. The three main implications of this test are: 1) to ascertain that learning takes place, and if so; 2) to inform us of the strategic learning outcome in the context of equilibrium refinement in our extensive form game, and; 3) the process by which such learning outcomes are achieved. As discussed in the Introduction, the learning process can be one where subjects randomly experiment on alternative decision rules reinforced by experienced success as modeled by Haruvy and Stahl (2012) , or by a more systematic process of transitions between rules identifiable by our Markov-switching model.
Hypothesis 8 (Convergence).
With experience, the proportions of types in the sample converge to a steady state.
Procedure and logistics
The experiment was conducted in the experimental economics laboratory at the European University Viadrina, Frankfurt (Oder), Germany. The experimental instructions and questionnaire are found in Appendix C. Subjects were recruited from an email list consisting of students from the faculties of Cultural Science, Business and Economics, and Law. We conducted six sessions with twelve subjects each. Each session consisted of four stages, 12 each of eight rounds. Each stage involved different treatments. We presented treatments either in the sequence A-C-B-D or in the inverse sequence D-B-C-A to control for order effects. Subjects were randomly allocated a type at the start of the experiment; a subject's type was maintained throughout the experiment. Each round consisted of a game where subjects were matched into groups of four and asked in sequence if they wanted to "become a member of a club," and to choose yes or no. This phrasing was chosen as being intuitive and simple to understand. Each group contained player types 1, 2, 3, and 4 (corresponding to preference index i = 1, 2, 3, 4 labeled as P, Q, R, and S in the experiment), and this was known to the subjects. The payoff tables for all four players in a group were shown on the computer display. For each round, subjects were randomly allocated to a position in the order of moves. Subjects were informed of how many had moved, and how many had joined the club (chosen 'yes'), before moving. At the end of each round, subjects were given feedback of the total number of subjects in their group who had joined, and their own earning. In each new round, subjects were re-matched into new groups of four. This allows for experience, and eliminates reputation and supergame effects.
At the beginning of the experiment, subjects were randomly allocated to their seats. Then, they were asked to read the experimental instructions, provided on printed sheets, and to answer a short control questionnaire for us to check their understanding. Subjects in doubt were verbally advised by the experimental assistants before being allowed to begin. Each computer terminal was partitioned, so that subjects were unable to communicate via audio or visual signals, or to look at other computer screens. Decisions were thus made in privacy. At the end of the experiment, subjects were informed of their payments, and asked to privately choose a code-name and password. This was used to anonymously collect their payments from a third party one week after the experiment. Each subject was given a e 6 participation fee and the earnings from two randomly chosen "winning rounds" from stages 1-4, and one from stage 5. Each experimental point was worth e 0.10. The average pay-out per subject was e 20.83 for approximately 1.5-2 hours per session (which for example is more than the local wage of e 8 per hour for research assistants). 13 12 We also had an additional brief stage to try to measure level of reasoning by the subjects using a different task (a 'p-beauty contest' game), as in principle finding the rationalizable equilibrium in the club game may depend on different levels of reasoning for different types. However, this measure was not related to behavior in the earlier part of the experiment and it will not be referred to further. 13 Our focus on reasoning modes and rule learning dynamics requires a large number of observations per subject on various information sets and treatments, implying longer sessions, rather than having a larger number of subjects but with shorter experimental duration. As shown in later sections and in the supplementary material, we are able to achieve robust results with our sample size. 
Overview of observed behavior
In this section, we describe the main patterns of behavior in the experiment and relate them qualitatively to the models discussed above, logit equilibrium, level-k and rationalizability. (Table 2 for relative frequencies of joining for each type and treatment in the first and second halves of the experiment and overall.) Overall 84% of all actions in the experiment were rationalizable according to EFR, and rationalizable actions were more frequent in the second half (86.1%) of the experiment than in the first half (81.2%). Thus, EFR predicts fairly well and better with experience. Table 3 shows the relative frequencies of rationalizable actions for all player types and all treatments, both overall and for the first and second halves of the experiment separately. Table 5 further splits joining rates down for each of the information sets. Most deviations from the predictions concern decisions where subjects who "should have" joined did not join. Summarizing Table 5 , for treatments A, B, C and D respectively, of the decisions not to join, in aggregate 20%, 13%, 18%, and 18% were rationalizable, for types 3 11%, 6%, 8% and 18% were rationalizable, while for types 4 28%, 18%, 24% and 22% were rationalizable.
Individual differences in welfare across types naturally emerge due to heterogeneous preferences for the club, as shown in Table 1 . We consider social surplus to be the sum of payoffs, as defined in Section 4. Table 4 shows the social surplus of the hypothetical cases when all or none joined the club, the actual social surplus observed in our experiment, whether a club is socially desirable, i.e. the social surplus is less when everybody joins the club instead of when nobody joins the club, and a comparison of the observed outcome with those of the hypothetical cases. In our experiment, the observed social surplus was less than if all had joined the club. With the exception of treatment D, the observed social surplus was also less than if none had joined the club. Table 5 reports the joining rates per information set. The overall pattern is that (i) keeping (t, k) fixed, the higher the player type i, the smaller the joining rate; (ii) keeping type i and number of players that did not join (t − 1 − k) fixed, the earlier the mover position t, the smaller the joining rate, and; (iii) keeping types i and mover positions t fixed, the higher the number of players still required to join in order to trigger optimality of one's joining (i − 1 − k), the smaller the joining rate. All three of these qualitative observations point toward the same direction: the less the incentive to join the club, and the more uncertain it is that the requisite number of joining co-participants would be reached, the lower the joining rate. Fig. 1 shows that the overall pattern of deviations from the equilibrium predictions is intuitive and seems to match qualitatively with logistic errors and finite-level reasoning. This is analyzed in further detail next. Table 6a looks at information sets with dominant actions, i.e. iterative arguments are not required. In 97% of the cases, subjects join when joining is non-iteratively dominant, and they do not join 87% of the time when joining is non-iteratively dominated. Overall, the dominant action is chosen in 96% of the cases, which is evidence for Hypothesis 5.
Table 5
Joining rates (numbers of observations) for all information sets (i, t, k) . (i, t, k) information set of player i moving in position t when k co-participations have joined;
joining is not rationalizable;
joining is uniquely EF-rationalizable, but not uniquely trembling-hand perfect;
(white) joining is the dominant action, without iterative eliminations. Note: "≈" indicates insignificance at α = 5% in Wilcoxon paired-sample tests using session-level data, ">" indicates significance.
Table 7
Significance of externality and incentive effects across treatments.
Player type Note: "≈" indicates insignificance at α = 5% in Wilcoxon paired-sample tests using session-level data, ">" indicates significance.
Result 9 (Non-iterative dominance). Subjects act as predicted 97% (87%) of the time in information sets where joining is non-iteratively dominant (dominated).
Table 6b looks at decisions in information sets on the path where joining is iteratively dominant. In total, subjects join 65% of the time. The discrepancy from equilibrium predictions under EFR and LLE are decreasing in player type, with 92%, 75%, 48% for types 2, 3, 4, respectively. Holding the player type constant, they are also increasing in one's position in the order of moves. These patterns have been hypothesized above and are compatible with logistic errors; the former one also with iterative reasoning. Table 6c looks at information sets off the path. Again, joining is iteratively dominant, and in total, subjects join 66% of the time. This suggests that the distinction between information sets "on path" and "off path" is on average not necessary. Table 6d shows, however, that joining differs in "adjacent" information sets, i.e. in information sets differing only in the move position t of the player, depending on whether they are on or off the path. As discussed above, this, too, is qualitatively compatible with logistic errors.
Result 10 (Iterative dominance). Subjects join the club 65% (66%) of the time in information sets on (off) the equilibrium path where it is iteratively dominant to join. The average joining rate decreases with player type and increases with one's position in the order of moves.
The assumption of logistic errors is also compatible with the sensitivity of the joining rates to the treatment parameters. In particular, joining rates should not be independent of the strength of incentives of joining β if subjects play logit responses. Since this affects both one's incentives and the opponents' incentives, the effect should reinforce itself and hence it should be significant. Table 7 shows that as predicted joining rates are higher in treatments with stronger incentives for player types 2 to 4. 14 In turn, the effect of varying the strength of externalities γ , τ is insignificant for all player types, as is predicted for players with logit responses and utility functions based solely on pecuniary payoffs. This does not rule out the relevance of social preferences altogether, but it suggests that social preferences are not of primary relevance in our games, which we analyze more specifically below. Finally, in order to confirm the qualitative compatibility of joining with logistic errors and finite-level reasoning, we conducted multivariate regression analysis of the joining rates. The model is multinomial probit with nested random effects at the levels of subjects nested in sessions. Table 8 reports the results. This analysis shows that the required level of reasoning is indeed significant, being in information sets off the path costs about one level of reasoning, while the effect of increasing incentives corresponds with that of 1-2 levels of reasoning. The former points toward level-k models, while the latter points toward logistic errors. Note that these results continue to hold even when we control for type i, although the player type correlates closely with both the required level of reasoning and the individual incentives to join.
Result 11 (Required level of reasoning and incentive effects). The probability of joining is negatively related to the required level of reasoning, and this indicates the relevance of iterative reasoning. The probability of joining is positively related to the relative gains from joining the club, and this indicates the relevance of logit response.
These results support Hypotheses 4-6. While behavior is much in line with that predicted by LLE and EFR, the observed deviations from equilibrium are compatible with weakening the assumption of best response toward logit response and with weakening that of strategic equilibrium toward level-k reasoning. This supports the approach taken in the next section, where we shall test Hypothesis 7 on type heterogeneity and belief rule changes, and Hypothesis 8 on convergence to a steady state.
Analysis of belief rules and rule learning
Basic specification
We hypothesize that subjects are heterogeneous with respect to their level of reasoning. The standard econometric approach to capture this kind of heterogeneity is the static mixture model (McLachlan and Peel, 2000) , which we adopt. We also adopt the standard choices with respect to the error distribution (logistic errors with precision λ) and level 0 behavior (uniform randomization). In the model, C denotes the finite set of model components one for each reasoning mode, which defines behavioral types e.g. C = {0, 1, 2, e}; λ = (λ c ) c∈C denotes the respective precision parameters and (ρ c ) c∈C with c ρ c = 1 denotes the component weights. Given λ, the choice probabilities of subjects in the various components are computed straightforwardly (logit equilibria using Gambit, see McKelvey et al., 2007 ). Using o s,t to denote the decision of subject s ∈ S = {1, . . . , 72} in round t ∈ T = {1, . . . , 32} and Pr(o s,t |c, λ) as the theoretical probability of o s,t (conditional on s being of type c with precision λ), the likelihood of (λ, ρ)
The model parameters are estimated by maximizing the likelihood function by an EM algorithm (Bilmes, 1998) and standard errors are obtained by bootstrapping. 15 We will consider two different model specifications. 16 The first contains levels 0-2 and one QRE component. The QRE component will be estimated to be a high precision one, i.e. it contains subjects that play the equilibrium prediction with high precision. The second specification contains level 0 and three QRE components estimated to be of low, medium, and 15 A reviewer suggested to use EM and forward-backward algorithms in order to be able to bootstrap standard errors, which is greatly appreciated and helped in particular with the Markov-switching model discussed below. Our original approach used the derivative-free NEWUOA algorithm of Powell (2008) first and then a Newton-Raphson algorithm to verify convergence, as well as many starting values, to maximize the likelihood jointly over all parameters. With this approach we also found the global maximum, but it would have been too time-consuming to bootstrap standard errors. The maximum likelihood estimates are the same for both approaches, and the bootstrapped standard errors are very similar to the asymptotic ones derived from the information matrix, but only bootstrapping allowed us to obtain standard errors for derived statistics such as transition probabilities in the Markov-switching model. See Appendix B for more details. 16 The supplementary material contains an analysis of alternative specifications, showing that further components are not required (such as models containing level 3 choices or further QRE components) and also that models with less components do not suffice.
high precision types (the number of components is equal across both models for comparability). In the rule learning models discussed below, their distinction allows us to observe whether subjects approach equilibrium behavior via the "level-k path" transiting through levels 1 and 2, or via the "QRE path" transiting through intermediate precisions of logit equilibrium. In addition, we control for social preferences by allowing that subjects feel spiteful toward opponents earning more than them. The relevance of social preferences turns out to be small in our analysis, and none of our key results depend on allowing for this. The utility of i ∈ N is u i
17 Of course, social preferences may matter more in other contexts or even in club games with stronger externalities, for example, and this can be examined in future research.
Models of rule learning
It is intuitive to assume that the mode of reasoning would adapt as subjects gain experience, as subjects can infer their opponents' level of reasoning from their actions. The standard assumption in experimental analyses, however, is that the mode of reasoning is constant across an experimental session. Two exceptions are Stahl (1996) and Stahl (2000) . In this section, we relax this standard assumption and examine if and how they adapt.
To this end, we partition the set of experimental games into segments and generalize the finite mixture model by allowing that subjects have a segment-dependent reasoning mode c(q)-rather than a constant mode c ∈ C as in static mixture models. We distinguish two different segmentations of the 32 experimental games, either into 4 segments of eight games each or into 8 segments of four games each. The former approach partitions the experiment precisely into its four stages, namely rounds 1 . . . 8, 9 . . . 16, 17 . . . 24, 25 . . . 32, and thus allows that subjects update their beliefs when a new stage is entered. The second approach partitions it into the four stages and each stage also into its first half and second half, namely rounds 1 . . . 4, 5 . . . 8, 9 . . . 12, . . . .
In the following, let Q denote the set of segments of the experiment (e.g. the set of stages), and let c be aforementioned Pr o s,t c(q), λ . (7) Our analysis contrasts two approaches to model paths c and their probabilities Pr(c|ρ, ω).
Markov-switching rule learning. Markov-switching models are widely used to model time-dependent regime changes and they are immediate generalization of static mixture models (see e.g. Krolzig, 1997; Frühwirth-Schnatter, 2006) . The defining idea is the Markov assumption that the probability of being in mode c(q + 1) in the next segment depends only on one's current mode of reasoning c(q). The model may express the idea that subjects advance systematically through the various modes of reasoning, say from level 1 via level 2 to equilibrium, each step taken with a certain probability after a segment. The probability of moving from mode c to mode c after the current segment is denoted as ω(c , c ), with c ∈C ω(c , c ) = 1 for all c ∈ C . For example, the transition probabilities if the current mode is level 1 may be such that the subject stays with probability 70% in level 1, advances with 30% to level 2, and moves to either level 0 or equilibrium with probability zero.
The probability of being in mode c ∈ C in the first segment is ρ c , as above. Overall, the probability of path c ∈ C (8) and substituting this into the likelihood Eq. (7) yields the Markov-switching rule learning model. We estimate the parameters using the forward-backward algorithm (Bilmes, 1998) .
Reinforcement-based rule learning. The alternative approach is one of reinforcement learning. The idea of reinforcement on actions is that subjects are experimenting by choosing actions randomly, while positive experiences increase the probability to use the respective action in the future, whereas negative experiences decrease the probability. Haruvy and Stahl (2012) applied this idea to "rule learning". In their model, subjects experiment with different rules and reinforce on rules 17 Again, the supplementary material contains an analysis of alternative utility functions, including egoism, linear altruism, Fehr-Schmidt inequity aversion, but the simple form of conditional envy considered here fits best. Note that Fehr-Schmidt inequity aversion would be equivalent in our setting to strong reciprocity (e.g. if the subject who moves second observes his predecessor to join, he or she would consider it most likely that this was player 1 and refuse to join to punish player 1 since he or she has received a lower payoff). The supplementary material also considers time-varying altruism weights and further refinements, but none yielded significant improvements in relation to the Markov-switching models analyzed below. rather than actions. In contrast to Markovian rule learning, reinforcement-based rule learning implies fairly stochastic learning paths. Subjects are assumed to experiment randomly with rules rather than adopting them progressively and perhaps monotonically.
Formally, the reinforcement model considered here follows Haruvy and Stahl (2012) . 18 Let ψ(c, q) denote the logpropensity for using rule c ∈ C in segment q ∈ Q . The probability of reasoning path c is the product (over all segments) of logistic propensities ψ(c(q), q) for choosing reasoning mode c(q) in segment q.
The initial propensities ψ(c, 1), c ∈ C , are random variables with distribution N (ρ c , σ c ) . After each segment q, the propensities are subject to reinforcement. In order to define the process, we use π q to denote the realized payoffs in segment q; those have weight ω 2 in the updating process, while ω 1 denotes inertia. Following Haruvy and Stahl (2012) , we also allow for partial digression to the initial propensities if a new experimental stage is entered (where a different game is being played). Let the weight of the current propensities at stage transitions be ω 3 . Using the indicator I q ∈ {0, 1} to indicate a stage transition after segment q, propensities are updated as
6.3. Results Table 9 summarizes the main results. In addition to the static mixture model containing levels 0-2 and one equilibrium component, our analysis considers both Markov and reinforcement-based generalizations of this model, over either four or eight segments. Further, we allow for both, learning along the "level-k path" involving transitions across levels of reasoning, and learning along the "QRE path" involving transitions across level 0 and QREs with increasing precision. The supplementary material analyzes the robustness of our findings based on these models, showing that models allowing for alternative segmentation or segment-dependent precision/altruism do not improve significantly upon those models discussed here. The supplementary material also shows that the qualitative results do not change in these alternative specifications.
The quantitative model fit show in Table 9a indicates that both Markov switching rule learning models along the level-k path improve significantly on the static mixture model with constant belief rules, in support of Hypothesis 7. Neither the reinforcement rule learning model nor the Markov switching rule learning model along the QRE path does so. That is, our subjects do not seem to explore the various modes of reasoning via strategic experimentation and reinforcement, but via the more systematic Markov process, and they choose they level-k path rather than the QRE path, which confirms our previous qualitative observation that the required level of reasoning affects joining probabilities significantly. Further, as shown in Table 9b , the log-likelihood of the Markov model over eight segments is −606.11, which is close to the hypothetical "maximum" LL = −584.1 resulting from the upper benchmark of predicting the relative frequencies in all treatments correctly. Thus, the Markov model indeed fits the observations. The different results implied by the static mixture model and the dynamic Markov switching model are illustrated in Table 9b . As the large improvement in the BICs from 692.23 to 646.74 suggests, belief rules are changing dynamically rather than being static. Nonetheless, if we were to restrict ourselves to static belief rules, we would reach the conclusion that one belief rule, namely QRE with intermediate precision, fits the vast majority of subjects (79.5%) and that there are no subjects at level 1. In the static model, the QRE component happens to capture average behavior across segments rather well. However, the dynamic analysis reveals behavior is better explained by a model in which player beliefs vary over time. The relatively noisy "average component" fitted to the QRE behavioral type and the corresponding large population share masks these more complicated behavioral dynamics. Rather, the size of this QRE component appears to be an artefact of making the inadequate assumption that belief rules be constant. In the more adequate dynamic model, most subjects are level 1 or level 2 initially (49.2% and 41.1%, respectively), while only few play the QRE from the outset (6.8%).
The transition probabilities (Table 9b ) underline the system behind the ensuing transitions across reasoning modes. First, no subject either enters or leaves level 0. The small set of level 0 subjects, i.e. the 3% of subjects randomizing uniformly, is constant. The remaining subjects flow across levels 1, 2, and QRE behavior. Specifically, level 1 subjects most likely (75.9%) upgrade toward level 2, as one would assume based on iterated dominance. Otherwise, they stay at level 1 (24.1%); none of them makes the whole jump toward equilibrium behavior immediately from level 1. Subjects at level 2, in turn, most likely stay there (57.6%), but they may also either learn QRE beliefs (29.4%) or downgrade to level 1 beliefs (13.0%). QRE subjects, finally, most likely maintain their beliefs (74.1%), but may also regress to level 1 (17.9%) or level 2 (7.9%). This pattern of beliefs is plausible. There is a learning pattern from level 1 to level 2, and from level 2 to QRE. When deviations relative to expectations are observed by a level 2 subject, or deviations relative to equilibrium play are observed by a QRE subject, 0.047
Level 1 692.23 (−677.26) 646.74 (−606.11) Note: The estimated models are mixtures of levels 0-2 and QRE. Markov switching: The proportions of types, i.e. component weights, in round 1 are the estimated initial weights (Table 9b ). The weights for the subsequent rounds are computed using the transition matrix. The extrapolation toward infinity has been computed assuming the weight of level 0 remains at 0.028, as estimated for all rounds in the experiment. Proportions do not always add up to 1 due to rounding. Reinforcement: These are the average probabilities (averaged across subjects) to use the four alternative rules in the various segments of the experiment. Extrapolation toward infinity is infeasible here.
they are less likely to maintain their prior that all subjects stick to level 2 or to equilibrium behavior respectively, and as a result may change their beliefs about the other subjects' reasoning modes and revert to level 1.
Result 12 (Belief rule dynamics). The Markov switching rule learning model that approaches equilibrium along the level-k path best explains the data, outperforming the static mixture model with constant rules, the Markov switching model along the QRE path, and the reinforcement-based rule learning model. There is a systematic transition from level 1 to level 2 to QRE, followed by reversions from level 2 or QRE to level 1.
Reinforcement learning is known to apply well to action-based learning. Our result that rule learning is better modeled using Markov switching than using reinforcement learning suggests that rule-based learning exhibits higher inertia, more specific state transitions, and less experimentation than action-based learning. This matches with the observation that the Markov model defined over eight segments fits better than that over four segments, while the opposite is true for the reinforcement model as rule reinforcement does not fit here.
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These models do not simply fit better, but also yield qualitatively better results. Table 9c illustrates this. It provides the proportions of behavioral types across the segments of the experiments. As discussed, very few subjects (6.8%) start out as QRE subjects. Instead, level 1 has the highest initial weight (49.2%), but those subjects quickly adopt level 2 behavior, and this in turn leads to an increase of QRE behavior in subsequent segments. In the second half of the experiment, through segments 5-8, the proportions of behavioral types are stable, and by the end, they are virtually converged to their fixed point, the unit eigenvector of the transition matrix. We can therefore conclude that, in support of Hypothesis 8, subjects have converged to a steady state, an inter-temporal state in which type distributions are constant ad infinitum. In the steady state, there is a type distribution, with 2.9%, 16.6%, 37.9% and 42.6% of level 0, 1, 2 and QRE types respectively; and there are type switches from level 1 to level 2, from level 2 to QRE, and from level 2 and QRE to level 1, maintaining the proportions for each type ad infinitum. When subjects observe opponents playing as higher (lower) types than previously assumed, they switch to higher (lower) types. A distribution of different types implies corresponding switches to different types. The type distribution is stable because the probabilities of switching to and from a type are equal in the steady state. 0, 1, 2, and QRE types (2.9%, 16.6%, 37.9%, and 42.6%, respectively) , sustained by continuing switches from levels 1 to 2, from level 2 to QRE, and reversions to level 1.
Result 13 (Convergence). The steady state contains a mixture of levels
In contrast, note the corresponding type proportions across segments implied by the estimated reinforcement model; see also Table 9c . As discussed above, the main structural difference is that by the reinforcement model, the belief rule employed in the subsequent segment is assumed to be independent of the belief rule employed in the current segment. That is, a subject playing level 0 or level 1 currently is assumed to be as likely to play QRE in the next segment as a subject playing QRE currently. A comparison of the BIC's in Table 9a shows that this "independence assumption" is rejected significantly in favor of the Markov model. An implication of assuming such independence nonetheless is that entirely different type proportions are estimated. The residual component (level 0) would appear to be rather large initially (18.7%) but disappears eventually, level 2's weight seems rather small (and also decreasing) across the eight segments, and the population would appear to consist predominantly of level 1 and QRE types. As the difference to both initial and eventual type proportions implied by the Markov model is large, this illustrates that making the invalid independence assumption distorts results substantially.
Discussion and conclusion
This paper analyzed strategic choice in an experiment where subjects played dynamic "club games" with incomplete information and varying parameters. The club game is an experimental tool to separate boundedly rational types and to analyze learning as behavior converges to a steady state. For the limit points of level-k and QRE are unique, as opposed to those of other refinement concepts, and the club game enables us to study strategic decision making in a simple, intuitive environment where beliefs in the rationality and precision of others are of primary relevance. We proposed a Markov switching rule learning model to understand individual transitions between belief rules. This allowed us to investigate the relevance of quantal response and level-k reasoning in the learning dynamics.
Our analysis of level-k thinking in dynamic games contributes to a literature that has been focused on the initial play in normal form games (e.g. Costa-Gomes et al., 2001; Crawford and Iriberri, 2007) . A few exceptions have applied level-k to two-stage games (Johnson et al., 2002; Stahl and Haruvy, 2008) and signaling games (Kawagoe and Takizawa, 2009 ). Kawagoe and Takizawa (2009) found that level-k explains their signaling game data better than equilibrium concepts including QRE. In their games, competing refinement concepts are theoretically plausible, and the limit points of QRE and level-k are different either from those of other refinement concepts or from each other. In club games, in contrast, level-k and QRE are analyzed without interference of equilibrium selection or other refinement concepts. Similarly, a small but growing literature applies these concepts to understand learning after initial play, e.g. level-k with increasing levels (Stahl, 1996) and QREs with increasing precision (see also Turocy, 2005) . Most recently, Haruvy and Stahl (2012) showed that rule learning between games exhibits patterns different from those within games. Specifically, they found that subjects switched from non-belief based strategies ("herding") to belief based ones ("level-n"). In our games, herding is less relevant due to the heterogeneity of players, which allows us to focus on transitions between level-k and QRE.
Our basic results underscored the qualitative compatibility of the data with level-k and QRE. The sensitivity of behavior to incentives and mover positions are largely consistent with QRE and iterated logit response. The observed sensitivity of behavior to the required level of reasoning indicates that an explanation that neglects level-k reasoning would be incomplete. These findings correspond with those of many previous studies, such as those cited above, and are further underlined by the result that static mixture models including logit equilibrium and level-k components outperformed singular equilibrium models EFR and QRE. Throughout, we controlled for social preferences, captured best in our context with a one-parametric model of conditional spite, jointly with quantal response and level-k reasoning in order to avoid mis-specification of the 19 The less segments, the better in this case.
learning process. The relevance of conditional spite turned out to be small, which may depend on the experimental parameters we used, and none of our key results depend on its inclusion in the model. 20 Our key findings can be summarized as follows:
1. Individual beliefs on the level of reasoning of other players do not stay constant with experience: our Markov switching rule learning model allowing for level-k transitions outperforms static mixture models, which assume constant belief rules. Subjects learn and change their beliefs of other players' over time. 2. The Markov switching rule learning model allowing for level-k transitions outperforms other models including the reinforcement rule learning model and a Markov switching model allowing only for changes in precision. Thus, subjects advance to equilibrium via systematic transitions along the level-k learning path. 3. Belief rule changes at the individual level involve systematic transitions from level 1 to level 2 to QRE, and reversions of level 2 and QRE types to level 1, arguably after observing opponents deviating from their expectations. These transitional dynamics are stationary, leading to a steady state with constant type distributions that is sustained with continuing type transitions at the individual level. 4. The steady state of the type distribution is the unit eigenvector of the transition matrix. In this steady state, the population consists of 2.9%, 16.6%, 37.9% and 42.6% of level 0, 1, 2 and QRE types respectively. Throughout the second half of our experiment, our subject pool is very close to the steady state.
The Markov switching rule learning model fits well also in absolute terms, and much better than the static mixture model that assumed a time-constant mode of reasoning. Modes of reasoning were not individually constant and individual transitions should thus generally be controlled for in such analyses. The Markov model also fits significantly better than the reinforcement model. The analysis does not pick up on subjects strategically experimenting with rules; subjects understood and applied rules systematically. Transitions were largely systematic and monotonic, transitioning from level 1, through level 2, to QRE, but movements from QRE and level 2 back to level 1 did occur.
A plausible interpretation is that after subjects observed a deviating opponent, maintaining equilibrium beliefs was then objectively implausible, and thus this cyclical pattern would result. This finding relates to that of Johnson et al. (2002) , who applied level-k to ultimatum bargaining, and found that while backward induction is quickly learned, those capable of equilibrium reasoning do not necessarily apply it when faced with less experienced co-players.
The equilibrium state we find contained all three major modes of reasoning (levels 1, 2, and QRE), and individual beliefs were not constant. Our dynamic model uncovered a dimension neglected by the static model, namely the transition of player beliefs that occur over time. Compared to the static model, the dynamic model obtained a better fit and hence more reliable estimates of component weights for the respective behavioral types. The static model is thus mis-specified, and in our analysis, static and dynamic models arrive at substantively different qualitative results. The same is potentially inherent in cognitive hierarchy studies that do not model transitions in the cognitive hierarchy. Further research may therefore use Markov switching models to examine how transition rules and steady state depend on the game in question, and which events trigger rule switching.
histories of actions that lead to the same information set. The belief of player i that the history (R, h) applies when he finds himself in the information set (i, t, k) is denoted as μ i (R, h|t, k) . Beliefs are updated according to Bayes' Rule, and in our case they can be expressed as follows. Fix a strategy profile σ . If the probability that j ∈ N chooses action a j ∈ {0, 1} in ( j, t, k) is denoted as σ j (t, k)(a j ) for the moment, the probability that history (R, h) results is (a priori)
The belief system of i ∈ N satisfies Bayes' Rule if for all R ∈ R, t ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, k < t, and all h ∈ {0, 1} t−1 such that
Given σ , let π i (σ ) denote the expected payoff of i ∈ N. In addition, let π i (a i , σ |R, h) denote the expected payoff of i if he chooses action a i ∈ {0, 1} after history (R, h) , where everything else is played according to σ . Sequential rationality is satisfied if, for all information sets (i, t, k) ,
Using this notation, the unique limiting logit equilibrium (Proposition 2) can be stated as
Proof of Proposition 1. Assume an equilibrium exists where some i ∈ N does not join with probability 1 in an information set that is reached with positive probability along the path of play. Then there also exists an equilibrium where some i ∈ N does not join with probability 1 in all information sets along the path but all j < i do so (note that i = 1 may apply, in which case the set of j < i is empty). Fix any information set along the equilibrium path where i does not join with probability 1. By assumption, all j < i join with probability 1 if i does not join in this information set. This implies, by Eqs.
(1) and (4), that i is best off not to join only if he believes that less than i − 1 opponents join overall if he joins in that information set, which can be satisfied only if some player j < i does not join if i joins in that information set. Hence i > 1, i joins with probability 0 in this information set (according the assumed equilibrium), and at least one j < i has not moved yet (otherwise, i − 1 opponents would have joined already). First, consider the case that i's information set is reached through a history of actions where exactly one j < i has not moved yet. In this case, if i joins, then j will have to move in an information set where at least i − 1 opponents have already joined, which implies that j joins by sequential rationality (contradicting the assumption that he does not join with probability 1). Second, consider the case that i's information set is reached through a history of actions where more than one j < i has not moved yet. In this case, by the assumption that all move sequences have positive probability, i's joining in this information set does not imply that all of the succeeding opponents find themselves in information sets off the equilibrium path. Regardless of the actual move sequence, only the lastly moving player of the j < i can find himself in an information set off the path. All other j < i join because they are in information sets compatible with the equilibrium path, and the lastly moving j < i joins by sequential rationality. Hence, all j < i join even if i joins, which yields the contradiction. 2 Definition 14. A strategy profile σ is a logit equilibrium for λ 0 if for all (i, t, k) Proof of Proposition 2. By Theorem 2 of McKelvey and Palfrey (1998) , all limiting logit equilibria (LLEs) correspond with strategies of sequential equilibria as λ approaches infinity. By Proposition 1 this implies that all players join in all information sets along the path of play, and by dominance arguments, it implies that they join with probability 1 in information sets (i, t, k) where k i − 1 and with probability 0 in information sets (i, t, k) where k + n − t < i − 1. The following shows that they join with probability 1 in the remaining information sets. Let σ be an LLE as defined above (i.e. the limit of QREs as λ approaches infinity). First, we show that all players i < n join with probability 1 in all information sets (i, t, k) where k = t − 2 (i.e. where exactly one opponent had chosen not to join). All players join with probability 1 along the path of play, i.e. in all information sets (i, t, k) where k = t − 1. Hence, as λ tends to infinity, the expected payoff of i in such an information set from joining equates with p i (1, n − 1), and the expected payoff from not joining equates with p i (0, n − 1). Hence, in the limit, the probability that i does not join when
and thus for all i < j n, the following is a consequence of Eq. (3) as λ tends to infinity.
Speaking loosely, player i is infinitely less likely (as λ → ∞) to deviate from the equilibrium path than j if i < j. Hence, in all information sets (i, t, k) with k = t − 2 and i < n − 1, i believes that with probability 1 it was player j = n who deviated from the equilibrium path, and hence i is best off joining, and uniquely so by Eq. (2).
In a similar manner, we can show that all i < n − 1 are uniquely best off joining in all information sets (i, t, k) where k = t − 3, i.e. when two opponents have already chosen not to join. All players i < n − 1 believe that with probability 1 this must have been the players n − 1 and n, and hence all i < n − 1 are uniquely best off joining. By logical induction, the proposition can thus be proved for all information sets. 2 Definition 15 (Extensive form rationalizability). Let I i (σ −i ) denote the set of I ∈ I i that are reached with positive probability under a given σ (which is independent of his own strategy). Similarly, for any Σ −i ⊆ Σ −i , let I i (Σ −i ) denote the I ∈ I i such that there exists σ −i ∈ Σ −i for which I ∈ I i (σ −i ). The payoff of i ∈ N conditional on information set I ∈ I i being reached is denoted π i (σ |I). Now define Σ 1 i = Σ i for all i ∈ N, and for all t,
The strategies in R i = t 1 Σ t i are extensive form rationalizable for player i. Note that this definition has been simplified suitably to fit our context. In relation to Pearce's Definition 9, point (vi) simplifies to a conditional payoff calculation. Besides, as each player moves exactly once along any path of play, points (ii) and (iii) become redundant (which allows us to skip the explicit notation of conjectures). (i, t, k) , let n(t, k) = k + (n − t) − 1 denote the number of opponents that will have joined eventually if all later players join with probability 1. After the first round of eliminating strategies, player i joins with probability 1 in all information sets (i, t, k) where k k * i , and he joins with probability 0 if n(t, k) < k * i . As for player 1, this is equivalent to the claimed strategy Eq. (A.4). As for players i > 1, this includes all informations sets where i is claimed not to join. We have to show that all i > 1 join with probability 1 in the remaining information sets as the number of iterations τ approaches infinity. Following Definition 15, let Σ τ i denote the set of i's strategies that are not eliminated prior to round τ 2. Moreover, for all information sets (i, t, k), let A τ ,i (t, k) denote i's set of rationalizable actions in (i, t, k) and round τ . Assume that the following assumptions hold true in round τ of the induction (noting that they are satisfied in round τ = 2, i.e. after round 1). (A1) i's strategy set is the product set of the action sets A τ ,i , i.e. Σ τ
Proof of Proposition 3. For any information set
claim that if the induction assumptions (A1)-(A3) are satisfied in round τ , then they are also satisfied in round τ + 1. It follows that (A1)-(A3) hold true for all τ 2, hence that (A2) holds true for τ n, which proves the proposition.
, and define an ordering R ∈ R such that R(i) = t and R −1 (t ) > i for as many t < t as possible, given (t, k) , and where these players j > i move initially. As a consequence of (i, r, h) ∈ I i and A τ ,i (i, t, k) = [0, 1] , it can be shown that for all players j > i that move prior to i under the ordering R, A τ , j (t , k ) {0} applies in their respective information sets.
By (A1), this implies that there exists σ −i ∈ Σ t −i such that σ j (t , k ) = 0 for all these j > i and the respective information sets. Hence, there exists some σ −i such that information set (i, t, k) ∈ I i will be reached if ordering R is chosen. The ordering R is chosen with positive probability, and thus, any (i, t, k) ∈ I i can still be reached along the path of play (given Σ τ ).
An implication of (A2) is that all players j < τ join with probability 1 along all paths of play that are compatible with Σ τ . Hence, for any σ ∈ Σ t and any move order R, at least τ − 1 players join. By (A1) this applies regardless of how player i = τ moves in any information set (i, t, k) ∈ I i . For player i = τ , this implies by Eqs. (1) and (4) that player i is uniquely best off joining in any (i, t, k) ∈ I i . Since all of those information sets can be reached along the path of play under Σ τ in round τ , this confirms (A2) for τ + 1. (A3) follows, because for all j > τ in information sets ( j, t, k) where n(t, k) k * j > k, the equilibrium prediction A τ , j (t, k) = {1} is obviously robust to elimination, and if any other strategy is eliminated in such an information set, then all but the equilibrium prediction get eliminated (since the action sets are binomial in every information set). Finally, (A1) applies also for τ + 1 since every player moves exactly once for every move order. 2
Appendix B. Estimation of Markov switching models
The following describes the forward-backward algorithm to compute the likelihood and the EM algorithm to estimate the Markov switching model. For further information, see e.g. Bilmes (1998) .
Notation.
Components c ∈ C with initial weights ρ c , periods t = 1, . . . , T , state at t is an unobserved random variable C t , transition probabilities ω cc = Pr(C t = c |C t−1 = c), parameters θ ct for component c in period t (parameters may be time dependent). State-paths are κ ∈ C T and have probability Pr(κ), conditional on ρ, ω. (t) and reiterate until convergence is achieved.
Appendix C. Experimental instructions and questionnaire
[This is the English version of the experimental instructions and questionnaire. The experimental instructions and questionnaire used in the actual experiment were in German, and are available from the authors upon request.]
General instructions
You are about to participate in an experiment on decision-making. The experiment is divided into five stages, and each stage is divided into rounds. During the experiment you will earn experimental points.
At the start you are assigned an initial endowment of 60 experimental points. Each experimental point you earn in the experiment is worth 10 cents.
At the end of the experiment, three winning rounds will be randomly chosen by the computer, two from stages 1 through 4, and one from stage 5. What you earn in the winning rounds will be added or subtracted from the initial endowment to determine your final winnings. You will not know which rounds are the winning rounds until the end of the experiment.
There are twelve participants in the experiment. There are four types of participants, which we label as P, Q, R and S. There are three participants of each type. You can find out which type you are by looking at the right-hand corner of your computer display. Participant types are only relevant for stages 1 through 4. Your participant type will stay the same throughout the experiment.
Your decision in stages 1 through 4
There are eight rounds in each of stages 1 through 4. Each round you are matched with three other participants (coparticipants) in the room, one of each participant type, as a set of participants. Therefore, each set of participants is always made of four people and always has a P participant, a Q participant, an R participant and an S participant. If for example you are an S participant, this means that your coparticipants will always be a P participant, a Q participant and an R participant; a similar reasoning applies if you belong to one of the other participant types.
Coparticipants are chosen randomly each round from each of the other participant types, and so it is very unlikely that you will be matched in the same set of participants as you move from one round to the next.
In each round you, and your matched coparticipants, are each asked in turn to decide whether you would like to become a member of a club. You have to choose between either "yes" or "no". How much you earn from the round depends on three factors: (a) your action; (b) how many of your matched coparticipants choose "yes"; (c) your participant type.
Information is provided each round in the form of decision tables. An illustrative example of decision table (not used in the experiment) is as follows:
Final number of other participants who choose "yes" If this decision table were to apply to you, it would tell you the amount of experimental points that you would earn from choosing "yes" or "no", depending on the number of other participants who choose "yes". For example, if you chose "yes" and two other participants also chose "yes", you would earn 50 experimental points; similarly, you would get 50 points if one other participant chose "yes" but you chose "no".
Decision tables vary according to the participant type, and the computer screen is currently displaying those that are applicable to stage 1 for the P participant, Q participant, R participant and S participant. Everyone is being given exactly the same set of information as that provided in this sheet and on the computer screen.
Decisions are taken in turns. The order in which you and your coparticipants make decisions is determined at random each round. Click on Check to find out if it is your turn. A message will appear when it is your turn to make your decision. It will inform you of how many coparticipants have made their decisions and chosen "yes" so far in the round.
When it is your turn to decide, and you have made your decision, if you choose "yes", click the "yes" button; if you choose "no", click the "no" button. To confirm your decision, click on Confirm, and a message box will appear asking if you are sure of your decision. If so, click on OK in the message box, and then on Confirm again. If not, you may change your decision either by clicking on Cancel, and then entering your new decision. You may change your decision anytime before the 2nd click on Confirm.
After everyone has made their decision for the round, you will be told the final number of other participants who have chosen "yes" and your corresponding earning for the round. You may then move on to the next round by clicking on Continue.
The same set of decision tables is used for all the rounds in a stage; however, decision tables change across stages. Before starting stage 1, we ask you to answer a brief questionnaire, with the only purpose of checking whether you have understood the instructions. Raise your hand when you have completed the questionnaire.
Many thanks for your participation to the experiment, and good luck! Please raise your hand if you have any questions.
